Hotel/Motel Information
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Marketplace of Ideas has a block of rooms at the
Comfort Inn and the Comfort Suites in North Bismarck.

Marketplace of Ideas has a block of rooms at the
Comfort Inn and the Comfort Suites in North Bismarck.

* The Comfort Suites will serve as the official headquarters
for Marketplace of Ideas.

* The Comfort Suites will serve as the official headquarters
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Contact information and room rates for each hotel are as
follows:
			 Comfort Inn
				 1030 East Interstate Avenue, Bismarck, ND 		
				701-223-1911
				 $65 Single Plus Tax; $73 Double Plus Tax
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			 Comfort Inn
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				 $65 Single Plus Tax; $73 Double Plus Tax

			 Comfort Suites
				 929 Gateway Avenue, Bismarck, ND			
				701-223-4009
				 $69 Single Plus Tax; $77 Double Plus Tax
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				 $69 Single Plus Tax; $77 Double Plus Tax

To reserve a room, contact the hotel of your choice directly.
Request a room under the Marketplace of Ideas room block
to receive the special rates. Rooms will be released October
14, 2011.
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If you would like to stay at a different hotel, please
contact the Bismarck-Mandan Convention and Visitors
Bureau at 800-767-3555, or log onto
www.bismarckmandancvb.com
for area hotel information.
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“Connecting Great IDEAS and Great PEOPLE”
www.MarketplaceOfIdeas.org
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